
Your Pristine Truth Life Experience
In the chaos and uncertainty of 
life, Nature's Pristine Truth is 
an absolute fact, a statement 
that validates its own integrity. 

Like a dramatic seascape, its 
staunch honesty and energy 
embody purity, simplicity and 
wellness. 

Pristine Truth is etched in the 
very fabric of the natural world 
- from the way the sun rises 
every morning to the gentle 
swaying of trees in the wind, 
to our love of Nature’s wisdom. 

It’s stress-reducing ways 
embed us in the intrinsic peace 
and harmony that thrives in 
the natural world along with 
our words that celebrate it. 

This feeling of wholeness fills 
us with wonder, joy and well-
being; it helps us happily live a 
more nature-connected, 
healthier life, online or onsite.

Project NatureConnect: Ecopsychology in Action
Accredit your life experiences, loves and talents. Learn how to create 

therapeutic moments that let Earth teach and heal.
Online community, training, funding, certificates and degrees  360-378-6313  

Email nature@interisland.net    www.ProjectNatureConnect.org

mailto:nature@interisland.net


As a member of Pristine Truth’s life-experience accreditation program, I am 
attracted to sit on this hill with Sandy, gazing out at the vast expanse of nature 
before me. It’s heartfelt and I can’t help but feel humbled. 

For so long, I have believed that I have a good understanding of the world 
around me. While loving my now-activated pristine truth as it liberates my 
natural power and integrity, I sense just how restricted I have been. 

It is not simply a lack of knowledge that has kept me blind - it was my inability to 
see beyond the artificiality and bias of the language I have been taught to use. 
The words we learn to speak are not nature's grandeur, but rather human-made 
artifacts that excessively conquer or obscure the unifying essence of personal 
and global life. That’s what’s breaking our world and me.

Nowhere else but Project NatureConnect have I found where pristine truth’s 
evidence-based relations remedy the source of this catastrophe.

By invoking Pristine Truth in a natural area, I am able to use words that strip 
away the undue artificialities that hold me back. I, instead, wonderfully connect 
with the essence of the world’s therapeutic balance, love and beauty. 



This has immunized me to my anxiety and the disorders it creates in me and my 
children. As I apply the power of my 54 senses, I enjoy and can share the awe-
inspiring truths of nature's self-correcting ways. 

It's wonderful that I can let this newfound practice guide me through my every 
twist and turn, knowing that I am not simply a passive observer, but a supportive 
participant in Nature’s love to live and grow its self-correcting ways around, in 
and as me.

Pristine Truth: “You are Reading These Words This Instant.”

Disillusioned? Stressed-Out? Seeking peace and place?
Let Nature’s pristine truth pull your sh-t together 

It's irrefutably true that you're reading these words here and now- that's the 
way nature works. It’s existential. Sadly, to our loss, it’s a Pristine Truth that our 
society teaches us to omit or conquer. 

That’s why our abused lives and inaccurate beliefs continue to break our world. 

Get smarter. Stop the lies that hurt you and the natural world. Learn and invoke 
your pristine truth. Increase your personal and planet’s well-being by 850%. 

You can breathe life Into your senses and their sensibility as you embrace the 
purity of Nature. In addition, you can certify your life experiences, loves and 
talents by adding  training, certificates or degrees in applying Pristine Truth. 

Right now these words are pristine truth and it’s so attractive that you don’t 
want to stop reading this narrative. In addition, this same phenomenon 
motivates me to continue writing it here.  In that sense, we are unified this 
instant with each other and everything else in the world. This is because all 
things happen and grow as one, moment by moment.

The pristine truth is that we hold our attraction to these words in common right 
now as well as all of Nature. That’s the scientific reality of our Big Bang Universe. 
Consciously connecting with it remedies our outdated, human-centered beliefs 
that otherwise continue to break our world.   

http://www.ecopsych.com/zombie2.html
http://www.projectnatureconnect.org/


Nature itself is the fountainhead of authority in how its purity balance and 
beauty work. AT this instant you can choose to benefit from it by continuing to 
learn about it.  

Do you want to deepen your pristine truth connection with nature while also 
improving your overall health and happiness? Look no further! In natural areas, 
our program offers pristine truth training, degrees, and certificates that enrich 
your life experiences through your inherent 54-sense thinking and healing 
powers. 

They enable you to live a happier, more reasonable and fulfilling life by teaching 
others how to do the same. They restore where artificial efforts make things 
worse.

Can you feel your pristine truth’s therapeutic attraction to read further? 

Take a giant step in the right direction. Let Pristine Truth dramatically 
strengthen and accredit your life experiences, talents and joy.
As you embark on our nature-connecting journey, not only will you experience 
personal growth, but you also gain the skills necessary to positively impact those 
around you. Join us today and flourish in every aspect of your life.
Can you feel your pristine truth’s attraction to read further?. 



Would any of the following mental health relations give stronger 
meaning or value to your life experiences? 

We teach you Natureness, the pristine truth that Nature’s self-correcting 
essence can speak using words that you give it forever.
Can you feel your pristine truth’s attraction to read further?

Nature's judicious sensitivities hold the key to true unity and healing. Allow 
yourself to become a vessel where nature's joy and intelligence can fill you as it 
flows through you.

Discover the ways of the natural world through the language of its heart. Each 
element of nature, from the towering trees to the smallest wildflower, carries a 
unique message for those willing to listen. The key lies in surrendering and 
speaking the pristine insight that unfolds naturally.
Can you feel your pristine truth’s attraction to read further?

Learn to decode nature's whispers so you can unravel the mysteries of our lives 
and unearth the pristine truths that reside within us. They contain the 
immediate interconnectedness of all beings and the vitality of life.

Start connecting with the pristine truths of your life right now! The pathway to 
oneness and healing lies within the unifying compassion of nature as it 
continually guides us towards a more harmonious existence.
Can you feel your pristine truth’s attraction to read further?



What the world needs most is your personal truth because it is honest. 
Our courses’ 54-sense nature contacts consciously interlace your natural self 
with therapeutic attractions that call you in natural areas. Take advantage of 
their self-correcting powers as they justify themselves around, in, and as you.

Beneficially help your abused as well as your happy life experiences connect 
you to the joy of Nature’s self-balancing sensibilities.
Can you feel your pristine truth’s attraction to read further?

Direct sensory contact with nature's pristine truths lets the pain of your hurtful 
experiences transform into a love for all things, while helping others to do the 
same. 

That attachment enables you to discover truths about yourself that you have 
learned to overlook or deny, and that you can now correct and accredit. Your 
destructive negatives and challenges become wise senses, new loves that safely 
grow attractive relations and satisfactions. 
Can you feel your pristine truth’s attraction to read further?

http://www.ecopsych.com/53senses.html


Prosper as you obtain free online training, a degree or a certificate for learning 
how to create moments that let Nature increase your personal, social and 
environmental well-being.

Master how to regenerate today’s missing unity. The arts and science of Pristine 
Truth are organic healing. They let Nature’s essence, your personal Natureness, 
improve the life of everything anywhere. 
Can you feel your pristine truth’s attraction to read further?

What to Do 
Call us at 360-378-6313.  Enjoy strengthening your personal truth online. 
Discover if you qualify for a grant in this regard.

 Email Mike Cohen about why you heartfelt value Nature and want 
your life to celebrate it.  Email: nature@interisland.net

 Start your online Applied Ecopspychology program here  
www.ecopsych.com/orient.html

 Or, free, engage in pristine truth nature-connection right now  
www.ecopsych.com/NATILLUSTRATED.pdf

Learn more:
 https://www.ProjectNatureConnect.com
 https://www.ProjectNatureConnect.org
 Reconnecting With Nature

Program Application:  https://projectnatureconnect.org/eco-500a/ 
Please Donate to our participants' financial assistance program.

http://www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html
mailto:nature@interisland.net
http://www.ecopsych.com/orient.html
http://www.ecopsych.com/NATILLUSTRATED.pdf
https://www.projectnatureconnect.com/
https://www.projectnatureconnect.org/
https://www.amazon.com/Reconnecting-Nature-Finding-wellness-restoring/dp/1893272079
https://projectnatureconnect.org/eco-500a/
https://greatnonprofits.org/org/project-natureconnect-inc


FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Throughout each FAQ’s answer please feel free to be pristine truth 

attracted to read further or call us. 360-378-6313.

FAQ 1 How Can Project NatureConnect and West Coast University help me?  

FAQ 2  How can I determine if this distant learning program is worthwhile?

FAQ 3  How can I explore what my life experiences will achieve?

FAQ 4  What can I do to strengthen and accredit what I already know?

FAQ 5  KEY: What significant events made PNC and WCU create this program?

FAQ 6  What are the six pristine truth facts that unconditionally validate 
nature-connected training and life experience? 

FAQ 7  Where can I find a peer-reviewed overview of this Natureness in Action 
tool?

FAQ 8  What steps can I take to get Applied Ecopsychology financial assistance 
grants?

How can I start the program?

 RESPONSES TO FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

FAQ 1  How can Project NatureConnect and West Coast University 
certify and enhance my life experiences? 



                    
Welcome to the transformative world of Project NatureConnect and West 
Coast University, where since 1965, nature, healing and skills go hand in hand. 

Our online, multi-sensory programs are designed to awaken your natural 
intelligence and help you discover and scientifically validate truths about 
yourself and the world around you. We certify and accredit your ability to digest, 
enact and share your knowledge and art. 

By learning to genuinely connect with authentic Nature, you unlock the secrets 
of your inner wisdom and tap into the original source of healing and growth 
because it’s authentic and powerful. The skills and truths that you know you hold 
are accredited as a major part of your certification or degree.  You simply add 
the accredited arts and science of Project NatureConnect courses to them and  
earn a degree for that ability from West Coast University. 

This program is like getting a degree for learning to make the facts in your 
autobiography increase personal, environmental and social well-being and help 
others do the same. 

With our guidance and support, you can integrate your personal, non-certified 
wisdom into your life and livelihood, finding joy and fulfillment in every moment. 
Join us today and exercise the power of your natural intelligence.



By dedicating time to immerse yourself in the natural world and experience its 
incredible balance and beauty, you establish deep, felt-sense thinking and 
stronger relationships with all things. 

Unlike what traditional academia teaches, Nature is the fountainhead of 
authority about how it works when it comes to unifying its wellness, peace and 
perfection. 

Why not learn to create moments that let Nature teach you what you need to 
know and find your place within it? Be amazed at the transformative and 
economic power in the pristine truth lessons that Nature offers.

Find solace and healing within our skill and degree training. Uplift your heart by 
knowing that your unorthodox encounters and loves in the great outdoors 
scientifically hold equal worth, or more, to any textbook or lecture.

As you embark on this journey, not only will you enjoy personal growth, but you 
will also gain the skills necessary to positively impact those around you. Join us 
today and begin to flourish in every aspect of your life.
  

                 ADDITIONAL FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
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FAQ 5  KEY What significant events made PNC and WCU create this program?
FAQ 6 What are the six pristine truth facts that justify life experiences?
FAQ 7 Where can I find a peer-reviewed overview of this Natureness tool?
FAQ 8  What steps can I take to get Applied Ecopsychology financial assistance grants?
How can I start the program?



FAQ 2 How can I determine if this program makes sense?

Explore, below, statements that are true for you. Identify what your reasoning 
knows has been injured. With joy, your life and livelihood can learn how to heal 
these things here and now.

(   ) Your pain and common sense tell you that the crazy excessiveness of our 
Society is breaking our world.  

(   ) You observe that our present forms of Love, Nature, Gods and Honesty are 
tragically detrimental. 

(   ) You recognize that our current way of life can’t correct our destructiveness 
because it excessively disconnects us from Nature’s balance and beauty.

(   ) You can sense that most of our great influences educate us to fight a suicidal 
war with nature, around and in us. 

(   ) You observe that our excessive conquest of Nature’s life is what’s creating 
our global heating, ecological degradation, mental illness and peace problems. 
Along with the environment, our war with Nature wounds the nature of our 
body mind and spirit. 

(   ) The state of our planet is shattered.  Making peace with Nature, around, in, 
and as us (our inner child), is imperative. 



(   ) We must learn to reasonably reconnect with authentic Nature. Throughout 
the eons and before humanity’s words and impact, its self-correcting, unified 
energies maintained well-being everywhere.
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FAQ 3  How can I discover what my life experiences will 
achieve?

Unique and accredited online training courses by Project NatureConnect and 
West Coast University provide sustainability, livelihoods and degrees directly 
from your life experiences and skills. This is because you commit to establishing 



deeper connections with the authenticity of nature’s self-correcting ways in 
natural areas, backyard to backcountry. 

We help you strengthen personal growth, close relationships and social justice 
while you help transform our society’s abusiveness into natural forms of love 
that increase wholeness.

Have you ever felt a deep longing to reconnect with nature? To be immersed in 
its wisdom and learn from its self-balancing ways? We offer you the opportunity 
to gain sustainable livelihoods and degrees from that attraction. Grow your 
challenging life experiences and skills into valuable assets. 

Since 1965, we have increasingly found that nature holds the key to personal 
growth and social justice. By establishing deeper connections with nature's 
healing energies, we empower people to make a positive impact on the world 
around us. 



Our courses and programs are designed to help you tap into this power for 
change and channel it toward creating natural forms of love and increasing 
overall well-being. 

Imagine being able to apply the knowledge and skills gained from your life’s 
interactions directly to your studies, relations and livelihood. With Project 
NatureConnect training, this becomes a reality. 

Whether you are exploring the natural wonders in your own backyard or 
venturing into the vast backcountry, our programs guide you to enjoy the 
intricate relationships between humans and the environment. 



But our mission doesn't stop at academic achievements. We strive to support 
you in creating a sustainable future for yourself and for generations to come. 
Through our courses, you gain the tools and insights needed to transition our 
society's abusiveness into compassion. Together, we can foster a society rooted 
in love and respect for the environment and each other.

 



Are you ready to embark on this transformative journey? Join us in our 
orientation course and unlock the full potential of your connection with nature. 
Help shape a healing world that not only values sustainability but also nurtures 
personal growth and social justice.
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FAQ 4  What accredited thing can I do to strengthen and accredit 
what I already know? 

        SELECT HERE to view our USA and international accreditation

Master the essential skills required to heal yourself and others from the 
devastating effects of our broken world's mounting disconnection from nature.

http://www.ecopsych.com/orient.html
htpps://www.projectnatureconnect.com/benefits/


Validate and empower your heartfelt desire and contribution to mental and 
environmental health. Add grant-funded training and/or a Ph.D., M.S., B.S. 
degree in how to compassionately connect your special interests to nature’s 
healing ways. 
 

Take decisive action to improve your life and income by pursuing happiness 
while advancing all things simultaneously. Securely anchor yourself in nature’s 
wisdom.  

Expertly realize your ideal life goals through enjoyable natural area connections 
and study steeped in trustable, nature-based friendships. Responsibly grow 
intimate natural delights and values. 



Embrace your authentic self as you uncover your pristine truths. Create an 
evidence-based personal journal about how Nature helps you resolve your life 
trials while it tracks your progress and academics. Strengthen your natural 
abilities, credibility, and visibility.

Don't miss this opportunity to let nature’s love for your life enhance your true 
self and vice-versa, - it's the key to sustainable success.



Because this program lets your life experiences and education apply a Pristine 
Truth “Natureness” tool, it can be mastered in less than a year or two, 
sometimes a few months. This is not unrealistic. It’s similar to the contribution of 
advanced driver training to folks who already drive well.  If you love Nature, you 
probably know this is possible because you may have experienced it.

And if you have a better scientific solution for our excessive estrangement from 
the natural world, show us and get a degree for that.
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FAQ 5 What significant events made PNC and WCU create this 
program?

This FAQ is written with heartfelt thanks to the pioneering efforts of 
Professor Dr. S. Lloyd, President, West Coast University

On the first Earth Day in 1970, a groundbreaking realization struck humanity like 
a bolt of lightning. It became undeniably clear that our beloved planet and its 
precious inhabitants were facing a severe deficit in resources and entering 
bankruptcy due to our excessiveness. The life of Mother Earth, our ever-
generous provider, had been relentlessly drained by our abuse and resulting 
insatiable wants, leaving her worn and weary.

But this realization paled in comparison to the earth-shattering truth that was 
unveiled on that fateful day. Society's deeply ingrained belief that the entire 
universe revolved around us humans, and that everything operated in a 
predictable, mechanical manner was revealed to be nothing more than a 
scientific fallacy. Our egocentric human view had blinded us to this astounding 
reality: Nature, in all its grandeur, was a living masterpiece that was attractively 
procreating and beginning itself, moment by moment, like a Big Bang fertilized 
seed that continually created its own life, space, time, balance and beauty. 



The core of Nature's genius was at the helm, orchestrating the most spectacular 
show in existence - the Big Bang, before, then, and its continuing life now. This 
cosmic event, far from a random explosion, was an irresistible attraction, an 
awe-inspiring celebration, as, since before forever, Nature wordlessly has loved 
to create the time and space to grow its longing to live and dance that love into 
being.



With this newfound awareness, the world collectively realized the urgency of 
change. No longer could we ignore the warning signs of our planet's exhaustion. 
The time had come to realign our actions with Nature's intelligence, to heal the 
wounds we had inflicted upon our ever-giving mother and each other. 

 And so, Earth Day became more than a symbolic date on our humanity-centered 
calendar. It marked the beginning of a new, evidence-based, space-time chapter, 
a pledge to nurture and protect our global home and family. Together, we 
vowed to replenish the resources we had taken, to cultivate sustainable 
practices that honored the delicate balance of our ecosystems. 

Regrettably, because we ignore the misguided cause and pristine truth remedy 
to this crisis, our abusive relations, overconsumption and recklessness have 
driven us to 80% over-depletion of Earth’s life in 2022. We have neglected our 
responsibility to protect the environment and our lack of concern and proper 
tools has resulted in massive devastation.

Two years before Earth Day, 1970, Project NatureConnect had already 
established its Expedition Education program. Its goal was to create a USA 
coast-to-coast travel and camping program that sought nature's teachings and 
self-correcting ways. 

It would deepen our understanding of Nature’s elaborate workings and help us 
incorporate them into our education, counseling and relationship practices. 

We dedicated ourselves to establishing 54-sense natural area contacts that let 
Nature scientifically share with us the self-evident things we needed to know to 
stop being excessive and reverse our suicidal deterioration around and in us.

http://https:www.ecopsych.com/journalexpeditionedu.html


Our expeditions awakened the dormant reverence within us, a reminder that we 
were members of this exquisite blue orb suspended in the vastness of space, not 
custodians of it.

In the years that followed our expeditions flourished through their self-
developed methods and materials. Along with expanded choices, folks thrived in 
harmony with nature, ever-mindful of our interconnectedness with the universe. 
Our actions resonated across time and space, weaving a story of redemption, 
resilience, and hope.

This innovative journey would forever alter our student’s perception of the 
world around and in them. Led by the visionary minds behind Project 
NatureConnect, they unraveled the mysteries of the cosmos through an 
unconventional approach – making time and space for nature itself to become 
the teacher via its direct contact with our 54 natural senses in natural areas. 
That’s exactly the same as how Nature wordlessly functions in natural areas 
using a myriad of senses except literacy.

 As the group ventured deep into the heart of Mother Earth's breathtaking 
landscapes, they found themselves immersed in a world where every leaf, every 
breeze, and every creature held valuable natural attraction lessons. Each day 
brought new opportunities for discovery and enlightenment, as they participated 



firsthand in the delicate balance that exists within our natural environment and 
our body, mind and spirit.

Under the canopy of ancient trees, they observed the intricate play between the 
sun and the shadows it cast, deciphering the language of light and time. By 
immersing themselves in the vibrant melodies of the forest, they sensed the 
harmonious rhythm that permeates all living things as it composes the cosmic 
symphony.

With their fingertips grazing the softness of moss-covered stones, they 
connected with the wisdom of ages past, and still present, where the secrets of 
space-time whispered their truths. By standing barefoot upon the fertile soil, 
they embraced the timeless energy that flows through the veins of the Earth and 
us, unlocking the secrets of existence itself.

Through the eyes of a curious child, they marveled at the vastness of the starry 
sky, tracing the constellations with their fingers, as if weaving their own celestial 
tapestry. Nature had become their science and guide, revealing the profound 
interconnections between the celestial bodies and the very core of their being.



For 16 years, at each year’s end, as each new group bid farewell to the majestic 
wilderness that had nurtured their growth, they carried with them a newfound 
knowledge – a symbiotic pristine truth relationship with the natural world, 
where the exploration of life was not confined to textbooks and laboratories but 
experienced firsthand, amongst the embrace of nature. 

That truth fit into and extended the then-emerging field of Ecopsychology. It was 
and continues to be a cosmic spectacle, where each breath we take is imbued 
with the raw energy and facts of the universe, pulsating throughout us.  

These revolutionary explorers had become both students and teachers, united in 
their commitment to nurturing the symbiotic 54-sense bond between humanity 
and Earth.

Decades later, their legacy lives on, as, online and in local natural areas, each 
new student discovers the transformative power of nature. This perpetuates the 
teachings that nature offers to those who are willing to listen.

 As Applied Ecopsychology, distant learning, Project NatureConnect continues 
to ignite the flame of curiosity, paving the way for future adventurers to 
immerse themselves in the dance of space-time, forging an unbreakable bond 
between humankind and the great web of life.



West Coast University 

During Project NatureConnect’s 57-year application of Pristine Truth, in 2004 
West Coast University recognized and filled the need for unempowered people, 
internationally, to gain recognition and strength for skills they learned from their 
life experiences since formal education was unavailable to them.

In a world where education had failed to reach all corners of society, West Coast 
University (WCU) emerged as a beacon of hope. 

Recognizing that knowledge is not confined to the four walls of a classroom, 
WCU made a groundbreaking decision. No longer would the path to recognition 
be limited to indoor classrooms, for there existed a vast ocean of wisdom to be 
explored beyond those confines through life experiences in it.

In 2005, with open minds and daring spirits, WCU further embarked on a 
revolutionary mission: to award degrees to those who had sought enlightenment 
while intimately connected with nature. Project NatureConnect students, 
explorers at heart, had spent countless times wandering through enchanted 
forests, traversing majestic mountains, and across mystical waters. Each step, 
each breath, a lesson learned, a self-evident truth uncovered.



No longer would their experiences and voices be disregarded. As already had 
several other Universities, WCU acknowledged the depth of wisdom woven into 
the fabric of these students’ souls, born from the space-time continuum they 
called Nature’s life. Now, outside the hallowed halls of academia, WCU degrees 
would be bestowed upon these brave seekers of truth who were not on 
expeditions. Instead, through online training in local natural areas, WCU 
recognized the unconventional yet credible, undeniable education participants 
received at Project NatureConnect.

The bond between humans and the natural world had always existed, an ancient 
attraction connection often forgotten in the rush of modern life and its 
mismanagement of our natural resources. But WCU, with its visionary stance, 
had become a new catalyst for rekindling this primordial alliance. They saw the 
profound value in nature's classroom, where every rustle of leaves, every drop of 
rain, held a message waiting to be heard.

As the years have passed, WCU has become a special place for those yearning to 
break free from the constraints of traditional education. People from all walks of 
life find solace and healing within its personal skill and nature-connected degree 
training, their hearts uplifted by the knowledge that their unorthodox 
encounters and loves in the great outdoors hold equal worth to any textbook or 
lecture.



And so, in the year 2005, a new chapter was written in the annals of academia. 
West Coast University, opened its arms to those who dared to learn beyond the 
limited, human-centered boundaries set by society. From that moment on, a 
new wave of recognition and strength surged through interested, but 
unempowered individuals, as their truths and lessons learned from nature's 
classroom were celebrated and shared. 

In its online presence today, WCU diplomas bearing witness to each student’s 
remarkable nature-reconnecting journey adorn its website, a testament to the 
power of nature-connected education while its PNC-accredited courses provide
academic and CEU credits when needed
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FAQ 6. What are the six pristine truth facts that unconditionally 
validate nature-connected training and life experience? 

1. Here's how Michael J. Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D. (Mikeness) founder of Project 
NatureConnect, actually became a Prime Truth personification of Natureness 
that each moment determines our destiny. 

“In August, 1965, I was backpacking with a student group when a freak 
thunderstorm compelled me to directly ask the Grand Canyon Wilderness 
if it was alive and how its life was different than mine. No surprise, the 
Wilderness said nothing because Nature doesn’t use or know words. 
Soon, however, the answers became obvious then, as right now

http://www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html


‘Nature can’t speak and I/humanity can.’ 

‘If Nature dies, I’d die so Nature has to be alive.’ 

Without knowing it I had created a Pristine Truth moment that let that instant of 
Nature’s life demonstrate that it exists and that our words are foreign to it. I call 
that pristine essence ‘Natureness,’ while, to our loss, our excessively nature-
disconnected society reacts to it like it’s an illicit affair.”

2. Today’s broken world demonstrates that because our human-centered forms 
of Love, Nature, Gods and Honesty are environmentally and socially damaging, 
we must learn our Pristine Truth and Natureness from unspoiled, constructive 
sources. Where are they? Do you know of any?  Nature does because it is it.

3 Pristine Truth is Nature’s immortal science that, moment-by-moment, holds 
this universal fact to be self-evident: “It’s absolutely true that your life is 
attracted to exist, live and breathe and you can act, too, as you are reading these 
words this instant.” In short, “It’s undeniable that you are reading these words.” 
This applies to anything else you may be doing anywhere, anytime, not just 
“reading these words here” now.

This unadulterated fact, applied in local natural areas can be taught 
internationally in record time via the internet.  It is a crucial, but missing remedy 
for our increasing Earth Misery catastrophe.



4 In Nature’s science-based, space-time Universe, simultaneously all things are 
one growing, nameless life that we call “Nature.” Like a seed non-verbally 
growing to become a tree and its buds, roots, branches, and leaves, Nature is 
“Since forever or before, as now, its wordless attraction to begin life and love its 
dance into being, moment by moment.” Its life process includes us.
 

5. “Ess” means essence ‘to exist,’ or  ‘to be,’ and adding ess to Nature creates 
“Natureness.” Natureness is Nature’s self-correcting essence, the essential, 
Pristine True facts about Nature that justify themselves because they are self-
evident. Being 850% more effective than normal, they heal and restore our hurt 
54-senses and aching world. 

http://www.ecopsych.com/livingplanetearthkey.html
http://www.ecopsych.com/livingplanetearthkey.html


6. By adeptly adding “ness” to all things’ names including thoughts, sensations, 
dreams and individuals as things, I, Mikeness (Mike plus ness), is writing these 
words. In any moment, my pristine truth can reasonably add ness to the names 
of things so they become their essence: treeness, rockness, godness, airness etc.  

Then my essence, Mikeness, can 54-sense relate to any and all thing’s attractive 
essence, the pristine truth ness that all things hold in common, the thing that 
makes the whole web-of-life kin. 

Add ness to your name and essence and you can do the same as you add it to 
everything else that attracts you in a natural area, including the past, present or 
predicted. Try it. Do you sense a valued difference between you being archaic, 
human-centered you, and you being today’s organic, spacetime “Jodyness” 
(Youness)? 

Youness is your inborn Pristine Truth attraction to live in balance and love every 
moment, as does all of Nature, so all things belong and, unified as one thing, 
they don’t produce any garbage or undue abuse. 
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FAQ 7. Where can I find a peer-reviewed overview of this 
Natureness in Action tool?

The Natureness in Action Tool: A Pristine Truth, Nature-Reconnecting Therapy 
Transforms our Abuse and Excessiveness into our Love to Peacefully Unite and 
Heal our Broken World Relations.

Please allow me to reasonably be ~@^#$%*& passionate here because talk’s 
cheap and we need appropriate action! 

That’s why I’m upset about the heartbreaking impact our society has on the life 
of our planet and us. 

As our increasingly damaged world demonstrates, our established ways of 
knowing Nature, God, Love and Honesty are destructively flawed yet, by law, and 
at this late date, our leaders still continue to teach us to be and do what their 
incompetence continues to create. 



Part of me is mad as hell that despite all our knowledge, we continue to 
excessively exploit and wage our society’s crippling war against Nature simply 
because we don’t utilize Project NatureConnnect’s pristine educating, counseling 
and healing remedy for it. 

We are taught to overlook this factual statement that is Nature’s Pristine Truth: 
“As you read these words this instant you absolutely exist, live, breathe and can 
act right here and now.”  This is indisputable. Why not always apply it 
everywhere rather than hide it and suffer accordingly?

Including this Pristine Truth in whatever I do unifies me with all things around 
and in me. I become delightfully empowered with and by my “Natureness,” 



By definition, as now, and since before forever, “Nature is wordlessly attracted 
to begin life and love its dance into being.” It is its intention to do this.
 
Natureness is the self-correcting essence of Nature that can continually justify 
itself because it’s self-evident. It gives to our wordless universe, our words so it 
can explain itself to us with them. 

Note that our words are abstracts that Nature is not.  For example, you 
can’t eat dollar bills to survive. 

Nature consists of non-verbal, self-organizing attraction relations that our 
54-senses, including our sense of reason, register on the screen of our 
sense of consciousness. 

To help my Pristine Truth include Natureness, I simply locate my essence and 
add it as "ness," to my name. I become “Mikeness”

As "Mikeness” I can add the ness unity and purifying energies of 
Natureness to everything I do. In addition, I can communicate my 
attractions to a tree as kin by calling it "treeness," or with rocks as 
"rockness," or gods as "godness," air as "airness," and so on. They, in 
turn, can do the same thing because each is a pristine truth.

This connection is far more powerful and honest than Artificial 
Intelligence because it's a pure, fact-of-life way to Pristine Truth know 
and act. It is also a remedy for the dangers that Artificial Intelligence 
create.

As I add "ness" to things, each new, natural area attraction transforms my 
excessive stress and curiosity into Nature’s love for balance and beauty 
everywhere at that moment. This brings health, sanity and happiness into my life 
and those I love. I can sense that all natural things that attract me, love me as I 
love them and this includes humanity’s rational-emotional nature.  I delight in 
Nature’s therapeutic and rightful existence everywhere. 

When I begin to bond to natural areas, everything is wanted and belongs, so I 
don’t produce abuse or trash around, in or as me. That’s what I call Mental 
Health. 



When my Pristine Truth recognizes life being abused or excessively disconnected 
from Nature, I heartfelt sense how I want to help it recover by establishing 
pristine truth relations with it. And that’s what this narrative invites you to do.  

These words further awaken your love and respect for Nature which includes 
your inner child. It's a deep, sensible happiness that our Society has learned to 
hurtfully bury alive in us, under our smothering, Nature-disconnected words that 
hide it from us. 

Do you recognize that these words right now are guiding you towards changing 
your pain from the lies of our broken world into the Pristine Truth rewards of 
Natureness?  Does this feel good and make sense? 

I invite you to join me in recognizing that without Natureness, our society 
continues to abuse the life of Nature, around, in and as us. You can help yourself 
and all things recover from this through steadfast Natureness contacts that 
“Youness” loves to make. Together, we can transform our broken world into a 
warmer place, but in love, kindness, and reason. 

Authentic Owls and Howls,

Mikeness

Michael J. Cohen, Ed.D., Ph.D,
www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html

http://www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html
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FAQ 8 What steps can I take to get Applied Ecopsychology financial 
assistance grants that help me add educating, counseling and 
healing with Nature to my life?

 Call Mikeness at 360-378-6313.  Online, enjoy strengthening his and 
your pristine truth together.

 Does being Youness instead of You make an important difference to 
you? Discover if you qualify for a grant in this regard.

 Email Mikeness about why you heartfelt value Nature and want to 
increase your Natureness.  Email: nature@interisland.net

http://www.ecopsych.com/mjcohen.html
mailto:nature@interisland.net


 Start your Applied Ecopspychology program here  
www.ecopsych.com/orient.html

 or read/do the Natureness in Action article first 
www.ecopsych.com/NATILLUSTRATED.pdf

Learn more:
 https://www.ProjectNatureConnect.com
 https://www.ProjectNatureConnect.org
 Reconnecting With Nature

Program Application:  https://projectnatureconnect.org/eco-500a/ 
Please Donate to our student financial assistance program. 
https://greatnonprofits.org/org/project-natureconnect-inc

http://www.ecopsych.com/orient.html
http://www.ecopsych.com/NATILLUSTRATED.pdf
https://www.projectnatureconnect.com/
https://www.projectnatureconnect.org/
https://www.amazon.com/Reconnecting-Nature-Finding-wellness-restoring/dp/1893272079
https://projectnatureconnect.org/eco-500a/
https://greatnonprofits.org/org/project-natureconnect-inc
https://greatnonprofits.org/org/project-natureconnect-inc%0B
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